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WISDOM FROM AN INTERUATI01AL CIVIL SERVANT

"I also take this occasion to reaffirm my oath of office t o
exercise in all loyalty, discretion and conscience the function s
entrusted to me as Secretary General of the United Nations, t o
discharge these functions and regulate my conduct with the inter-
ests of the United Nations on1' in view and not to seek or accep t
instructions in regard to the performancy of my duties from an y
government or other authority external to the organization 	

"I now look at the years ahead . I would hope that thes e
years would be marked by an improvement in the international cli-
mate, and by better understanding of the difficult problems whic h
the world faces today . These problems cen be solved only by good
will and mutual understanding, and, by a spirit of 'give and take . '

"When the future of mankind itself is at stake, no country o r
interest-group can afford to take a rigid stand, or claim that it s
position is the only right one, and that others must take it o r
leave it .

"No difficult problem c=n be solved to the complete satisfac-
tion of all sides . We live in an imperfect world, and we have t o
accept imperfect solutions, which become more acceptable as w e
learn to live with them and as time passes by . "

-- U Thant, Secretary-General
of the United Nations .
November 30, 196 2

WHAT IS

	

Democracy means many things to many people . But central to the thinking
DEMOCRACY? of many modern political theorists is this thought :

"the democratic process has been a method of arriving openly, through discussio n

and. compromise, at decisions in keeping with the reasonable wishes of the, majority, an d

then of pursuing these decisions with the fullest respect for the legitimate rights o f

the minority . "

-- Clinton Rossiter, "The Democratic Process" in Goals for Americans, p. 61 .

THE DEMOCRATIC Much attention has been given in recent days to the role which Adla i
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Stevenson played as an advisor to the President during the recen t
PRESIDENTIAL

	

Cuban crisis . If democracy is government by discussion and compromise ,
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and if it is impossible for all citizens to be involved in the discus -
sion and decision-making process, then it may be very important fo r

varied points of view to be represented among those who serve the President of th e
United States as advisors in order that all proposed solutions to problems are thor-
oughly tested before actions are taken . One of the most perceptive contributions t o
this discussion came from a resident of Schenectady, New York :

"Beneath discussion of Adlai Stevenson's participation in conferences on Cuba lie s
e principle which, if of governing importance, threatens the decision-making process .

"Comments about Mr . Stevenson do not imply that he took action in any way incon-
sistent with the policy laid down by the President . Rather, the claim is that Mr .
Stevenson proposed a course of action that differed from the policy decided by the

President after consideration of all points of view .

"If this is to be considered valid criticism of Mr . Stevenson, it must be base d
upon the premise that an advisor is not entitled to propose a course of action differen t

from the views of the majority . There are two dangers in acting upon this premise . One

is that the President will soon be surrounded by advisors who either think alike an d

advise alike or who suppress their thoughts and simply utter what they think is likel y

to be acceptable policy .

"The second and more significant danger is that the decision-making process wil l

be undermined. The difficulties facing the United States are of great complexity an d

the possible alternatives of action are so varied that one cannot draw sharp lines be-
tween the blacks and whites .



"Under these circumstances the President requires advice from people with differ-

ing points of view . Moreover, the decision that is ultimately reached is likely to b e

a consensus of these differing views . The suppression of one view from the beginnin g

is likely to change the consensus and thus produce a slightly different decision .

"If each time a decision is reached the advisors who originally proposed a dif-
ferent course of action are removed, the group of advisors will soon become single -

minded. There are few problems facing the United States Government so easily solve d

that a single mind will suffice . "
--- George D. Braden, letter, NewYorkTimes, December 7, 196 2

TR'E SECRET is the title of an article which appeared originally in L'Express, a
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Paris newspaper, following the resignation of General Norstad . The arti -
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cle is concerned with Western military policy in Europe and begins with
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the assumption that Russian or East German troops have invaded Vest Berlin .
What does one do? There are three possibilities which the author sees :

First, one can do nothing but protest . This would leed to the collapse of NATO

because of the repudiation of American assurances that Berlin '-could not be abandoned .

"The "ar hrs been lost before it has be .un . "

Second, the war could be fought on the spot "with conventional weapons" to "recon-
quer Berlin . That is impossible ." The Soviet Army is much larger then Western military

forces in Europe .

Third, the invasion of West Berlin might be considered adequate cause for unleash-
ing atomic war . "That is absurd . "

"In every respect, even if the W-st has a superior striking force, atomic war mean s

a terrible massacre and the end of white civilization, Is the Western half of Berli n

worth that kind of collective suicide? "

The author points out that politicians can live with a difficult end uncertai n
situation since by definition they must "cope with the unforeseeable," but military
commanders must "have a detailed, well-organized response ready for the question whic h

may come up at any moment .

"This being the condition of the nuclear age, three kinds of military commander s

have emerged .

"The first is the unresponsible type . He thinks that the threat of atomic reprisa l
is the only way to keep the enemy from attacking anywhere at all -- and he is alway s

reedy to carry out this threat . . . .

"Then you have the reappraiser . Fe questions the whole strategy based on atomi c

weapons . Wisely adjudging it impossible to condemn three-quarters of humanity to death
to gain a local objective, he concludes that one must maintain, in addition to an atomi c

arsenal, conventional forces sufficiently strong to stand, firm anywhere . . . . This is th e

theory of

	

Maxwell Taylor . uis theories are militarily sound, but economically ?

"Between the two you have Worsted . He knows that the Test i s only chance, mili-
tarily speaking, of defense lies in atomic weapons . Repugnant as he may find thi s
monstrous prospect, he is also aware that he does not know whether the United States . . .

would accept the responsibility of giving him such an order . Yet under the terms o f

the Atlantic Charter he is responsible for European security . What then? Then he age s

thirty years in five and resigns . "

The secret is uncertainty . "If in the last resort the chances of nuclear war ar e

slight, it is because neither side really can know how his adversary will react . Thu s

neither can measure the risk ; the risk is the supreme unknown quantity, and this un-
certainty is our best protection . "

-- Jean-Jacques 3erven-Schreiber, Atlas, October, 1962
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